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Возможности системы OET



WHY DO WE USE TESTS?

The functions of tests



The functions of tests

• for diagnostic testing: individual strengths or 

weaknesses

• to evaluate students’ progress against syllabus

• to evaluate and update syllabus and objectives

• to evaluate skills of individual students

• to award marks for performance

• for exam training

• for placement



WHO USES PLACEMENT TESTS AND WHAT DO 
THEY USE THEM FOR?

Oxford Online Placement Test



Uses of placement tests

• schools, universities, academic institutions

• language schools

• corporate training companies

• Human Resources departments

• individual language learners



Placement Test



Oxford Online Placement Test: 
user expectations

• short

• comprehensive

• reliable

• clear

• flexible

• informative



The Oxford Online Placement Test

• short: 40 to 45 minutes

• comprehensive: Max 45 questions:
– 30 Use of English, 15 Listening

• reliable: test identifies and adapts to student’s level

• clear: automatic marking and instant result

• flexible: anywhere with a computer and internet 
access

• informative: results can be broken down and 
analysed



Placement: what we test

Form: 

grammar and vocabulary





Placement: what we test

Meaning: 

understanding how language is used







Placement: what we test

Task 3 – Testing knowledge of grammar, vocabulary and 
meaning
.

Task 2 – Testing understanding of 
meaning

Task 1 – Testing knowledge of grammar 



Placement: what we test

Listening Skills





Placement: what we test

•Listening Skills
• Approximately 15 questions (depending on test taker’s level).

• Tests listening skills, and how well the test taker understands the 
meaning of what is being communicated.

• A choice of British or American, or a mixture of both accents available.

• Audio can only be played twice to ensure students finish the test within 
the time set.

• Three different task types:

1. Short dialogue
2. Long dialogue
3. Monologue



Easier items         ITEM BANK Harder items

1st item CORRECT  

2nd item CORRECT  

3rd item CORRECT  

4th item INCORRECT  

5th item CORRECT  

6th item INCORRECT  

7th item CORRECT  

8th item CORRECT  

How the placement tests work



Using the results



Interpreting the scores

What do the results tell us about the students’ level?



Aggregate
 score - Subtotal score in each part

- CEFR level based on each part

Customisable



•                                                                                                     Co-branding
•                                                                                                     Organisations can upload                    

their logo so it appears 
on the system when    
test takers log in and 
on the Results card.

How the test is administered – 
managing results



Some key points

• Allows you to set, monitor and analyse tests 
whenever and wherever you want.

• Provides clear, accurate and reliable results to help 
you in the classroom.

• Helps indicate level of ability of each student.

• Differentiates scores for different skills. 



Needs Features Benefits

Schools need to place students 
into different classes according 

to their language ability. 

Schools don’t have much time to 
do placement tests. They need a 

quick solution.

Schools need to test British 
English or American English or 
be able to switch between the 

two.

Schools need accurate and 
reliable placement tests.

Schools don’t have the time, 
money and resources to develop 

a valid placement test.



Needs Features Benefits

Schools need to place students 
into different classes according 

to their language ability. 

The OOPT places students into CEFR levels. 
It also gives them a precise score from 

1-120.

Schools can place students into the right 
class. Even if many students fall into one 

CEFR level, students can be grouped 
according to a precise score that shows 

whether they are at the low or high end of 
the level. 

Schools don’t have much time to 
do placement tests. They need a 

quick solution.

The OOPT takes on average 45 minutes to 
complete. It can be done off-site and login 

details emailed to students.

The OOPT is quick without losing accuracy. 
It can be done before students arrive at an 

institution, which saves admin time.

Schools need to test British 
English or American English or 
be able to switch between the 

two.

The OOPT offers both American and British 
English. Teachers choose which variety they 
want to test at the point when they assign 

the test.

OOPT offers great flexibility for schools. If 
they have different types of students and 

offer different classes, the OOPT still works 
for them. Or they can just use one language 

variety all the time.

Schools need accurate and 
reliable placement tests.

The OOPT has been researched and 
constructed by placement testing experts. It 

has been pretested and piloted by 
thousands of students in over 60 countries.

It’s very accurate and reliable. The results 
are usually more valid than schools’ 

in-house placement tests, which are usually 
not made by testing experts. This means 
students get put into the right class for 

their ability.

Schools don’t have the time, 
money and resources to develop 

a valid placement test.

OUP has committed time, money and 
expertise to produce the OOPT. It takes 
around two years to create a new test.

Schools can rely on the validity and overall 
quality of the OOPT.



Needs Features Benefits

Schools need to create different 
versions of placement tests to 

stop cheating.

Schools need to match class 
levels with appropriate course 

book levels.

Teachers need more time to 
focus on teaching or enjoying 

their lives.

Many schools still want to 
include a face-to-face speaking 

test.

Large institutions need to ensure 
similar testing standards 

between different branches or 
sites.

Large institutions need to be 
able to purchase tests centrally 

to take advantage of higher 
discounts, but allow the 
different departments to 

administer the test locally.



Needs Features Benefits

Schools need to create different 
versions of placement tests to 

stop cheating.

The OOPT has over 1000 test items which 
are selected randomly according to a 

student’s answers. Each time a student 
takes a test, the questions will be different.

There’s no way of predicting which 
questions will appear, so students can’t 
learn the answers in advance, or copy 

students next to them.

Schools need to match class 
levels with appropriate course 

book levels.

OOPT scores are linked to CEFR levels. So 
are OUP courses. In addition, we’ve made 
correlation charts mapping OOPT scores to 

course book levels.

Schools can ensure that students get the 
course book level which best fits student 
levels, increasing motivation and learning 

success. Classes will be more enjoyable for 
students and teachers alike.

Teachers need more time to 
focus on teaching or enjoying 

their lives.
The OOPT is automatically marked, and the 

results are instantly available.

Teachers are spared from marking and can 
focus their time on teaching or relaxing.

Many schools still want to 
include a face-to-face speaking 

test.

The OOPT LMS is customizable. Schools can 
add columns for oral tests or any other 

scores they like.

Schools can combine the OOPT with current 
practices, increasing their sense of security. 

Additionally, they could save time and 
money by only giving oral tests to students 

with borderline OOPT scores.

Large institutions need to ensure 
similar testing standards 

between different branches or 
sites.

The OOPT gives a fair score no matter 
where the student takes it. It is totally 

impartial and consistent.

Schools can rely on OOPT test results. 
Students cannot accuse teachers or schools 
of bias. Teachers are not seen as judges and 

can instead focus on supporting students’ 
learning.

Large institutions need to be 
able to purchase tests centrally 

to take advantage of higher 
discounts, but allow the 
different departments to 

administer the test locally.

The OOPT Learning Management System 
allows Chains to set up a Chain school with 

linked members, and then transfer test 
licenses to those members. 

OOPT is even more cost effective, and the 
central administrator can monitor results in 

all its member schools.



Making the most of practice tests



testing = practice test teaching = book



Benefits of Practice Tests 

• Level, content & task type practice

Students need practice 
at the right level, using 
appropriate content 
and the same task 
types as in the exam. 



• Time management

  

Benefits of Practice Tests 

Students need to 
get used to the time 
pressures under 
exam conditions. 



• Examination techniques and strategies

  

Benefits of Practice Tests 

Practice tests help 
students get “inside 
the mind” of the 
examiner.





What is oxfordenglishtesting.com?

• A website for online practice tests

• KET, PET, FCE, CAE, IELTS, 
TOEIC® and TOEFL iBT™ 



Instant Support

Online Dictionary Exam tips

Sample written answersAudio scripts

Automatic 
marking & instant 
feedback

Useful phrases















Test mode
• No support features and timer on.

 

• Teacher can re-assign in practice 

mode for students to review.



Test, paper or part



• Assign practice tests in practice 
mode for homework

• Assign practice tests in test 
mode to give students timed 
practice under exam conditions

Homework or mock exam



Benefits for Students 
• Practice English interactively

• Get better exam results

• Practice when and where they want

• Feel more confident with the 
language



Benefits for Teachers
 

• Less administration

• Improve their students results

• Have confidence in materials 

• Offer extra practice and 
homework online



Free Practice Test Trial 

www.oxfordenglishtesting.com 



Online Placement Test
160 руб. 00 коп.

Online practice tests for: KET Test 1
200 руб. 00 коп.
Online practice tests for: KET Test Pack (tests 1 - 4)
690 руб. 00 коп.

Online practice tests for: PET Test 1 REVISED
200 руб. 00 коп.
Online practice tests for: PET Test Pack (tests 1 - 4)
690 руб. 00 коп.

Online practice tests for: FCE Test 1 REVISED
250 руб. 00 коп.
Online practice tests for: FCE Test Pack (tests 1 - 4)
880 руб. 00 коп.



Online practice tests for: CAE Test 1 REVISED
250 руб. 00 коп.
Online practice tests for: CAE Test Pack (REVISED tests 1 and 
2)
440 руб. 00 коп.

Online practice tests for: IELTS Test 1 REVISED
300 руб. 00 коп.
Online practice tests for: IELTS Test Pack (tests 1 - 4)
1060 руб. 00 коп.
Online practice tests for: TOEIC® Test 1
430 руб. 00 коп.
Online practice tests for: TOEIC® Test Pack (tests 1 and 2)
760 руб. 00 коп.
Online practice tests for: TOEFL iBT™ Test 1
430 руб. 00 коп.
Online practice tests for: TOEFL iBT™ Test Pack (tests 1, 2 
and 3)
1140 руб. 00 коп.



RELOD Discount Schemes

2012 – Placement Test

Unit price:  160.00 rub.per test

Discount off         unit price

1 – 10                     160.00        0%
10 – 100                 152.00        5%
100 – 1000             144.00        10%
1000 – 5000           136.00        15%
from  5000              128.00        20%


